
Dear all,  

  

Homework details:  

  

As with last week, the homework is a Maths sheet that has been given out but is attached 

here for reference (correctly labelled this week!) and the handwriting sheet to complete. 

This is due on Thursday, which is when I also check reading records - a minimum of three 

home signatures are required but I do offer extra team pints for pupils who do more 

than this. The spelling test will be on Fridays.  

  

Weekly update:  

This week in Maths we have continued looking at our topic of place value which has 

included small steps such as partitioning, powers of ten, reading and writing numbers to 

one million, negative numbers etc. We always start every school with this important topic 

as it underpins all of our work throughout the year and helps to build confidence - we 

have lots of challenges set up to extend those who feel most confident too.  

  

In English this week we have continued with our class novel 'Kensuke's Kingdom' and 

have been completing a range of reading comprehension questions (i.e. fact retrieval, 

inference, justifying authorial intentions etc.). In our grammar and spelling work we have 

been looking at silent letters and pronouns (extending into pronouns and determiners 

and the distinction between these in Year 6).  

  

In Computing we have started looking at Python coding and have been building on 

previous learning in this area in Year 6. We've also had a great Geography session about 

mapping and using OS maps, keys and grid references including 6-figure grid references. 

We have also been using our illustrations of organisms from last week in a fantastic 

Science activity today which has involved playing organism 'Guess Who?' to develop 

thinking about informal classification, followed by the introduction of the Linnaeus 

system of taxonomy which we've been using to sort out our groups of organisms - every 

child had to work independently to sort through all of the organisms until they were left 

with just their species! We've even started to develop an understanding of some of the 

Latin terminology!  

  

It's been a very productive week - we also had our school council and eco committee 

elections. Congratulations to all who took part and our newly elected members too!  

  

I hope you all have a good weekend and I shall see you on Tuesday.  

  

Kind regards,  

Mr Sturgess   

 


